Host Bolitho says:
The USS Seleya has been stranded in an alternate dimension, a dimension where the Borg have conquered the Alpha quadrant, Earth has been assimilated and it the Borg center of operations for the Alpha quadrant. The Borg have built a transwarp nexus in the Sol system, connecting the Alpha quadrant to the Borg hivemind and to instant re-inforcements

Host Bolitho says:
should they need them.

Host Bolitho says:
The Sovereign class Seleya immediately came to the aid off a Federation vessel...the USS Seleya Galaxy class captained by Richard Bolitho

Host Bolitho says:
The two Seleya crews so much alike, but yet so different in their trust of each other, have managed to come to an understanding, the Sovereign class Seleya needs the to enter the nexus to get back to their home universe, while the Galaxy class ships mission is to destroy the nexus, so they will ride on the wake of the Sovereign class Borg killing

Host Bolitho says:
spree.....

Host Bolitho says:
The mission was about to start with Cmdr Hazzem already having left the Seleya in a shuttle, when 2 of the crew members coming back from the Galaxy class ship were detected as having Borg nanites.

Host Bolitho says:
Lt. Darklighter under the control of these nanites made his way into a Jefferies tube where he punctured a bio neural gel pack.......

Host Bolitho says:
On the Galaxy class Seleya...one person smiles at the misfortune about to erupt on the Sovereign class ship......

Host Bolitho says:
***Continue 'The Journey'***

CNS_DeLindt says:
::Walking to the brig, where the nanite-infested crewmembers are being held::

Host Bolitho says:
ACTION: Borg nanites infect the Seleya's bio neural circuitry rushing through all the bio gel packs replicating at will

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Notices something odd on internal sensors ::

MO_Cameron says:
::Is stood in the brig::

CNS_DeLindt says:
::Sees the MO:: MO: How are they?

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
::On the bridge sitting in her famous Chair::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Gets more accurate readings from the computer systems monitor :: CO: :: with urgency :: Captain! I'm detecting an exponential increase in Borg nanoprobes all through the ship!

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Lands the shuttle in the shuttle bay:: *Bridge* Bridge this is Commander Abdel-Hamid, I'm onboard, requesting orders

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
SO: Can we neutralise it ?

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Out cold on the bed in his cell::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: I'm trying to isolate them in the infected gel packs...

MO_Cameron says:
::Scans them::  CNS: Well, it looks like they've been deactivated.  I'm no' readin' anythin' fae the nanites.

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
::Hears the CSO's comm:: *CSO* report to the doctor for clearance please

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Closes off the infected circuits, trying to control the spread ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
*CO* Aye, Captain. What's happening here?

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Exits the shuttle::

CNS_DeLindt says:
MO: Interesting.  Are they able to speak with me?

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
*CSO* The doctor will inform you

Host Bolitho says:
ACTION: The nano probes by pass and slowly begin to infect all systems

CSO_Hazzem says:
*CO* Aye, Hazzem out

CSO_Hazzem says:
Computer: Locate Doctor Cameron

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Maintains a computer lockout on the infected BNG packs ::

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
SO: Keep at it :;walks over to the Engineer Consol and activates it ::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: It's no good, Captain    they seem to be spreading

MO_Cameron says:
::Looks at DeLindt and shrugs::  CNS: Ye should be able tae try it.

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
CIV: Please slave Eng and help contain this Situation please

Host Bolitho says:
ACTION: The Seleya's shields suddenly go up

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Makes his way to the brig looking for the doctor::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Shuts down nonessential system linked to the gradually increasing infected areas ::

CNS_DeLindt says:
::Walks closer to the officers currently languishing in the brig:: OPS: How are you feeling?

CIV_Kavek says:
::Nods:: CO: Right. ::rushes to the engineering station::

Host Bolitho says:
ACTION: The force field around the brig fizzles out

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Walks in:: MO: Doctor, report

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: His fingers fly over the controls, trying to maintain some order in a worsening situation::

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
SO: Can we take out the infected ones and get Engineering to replace them and are non Essential systems shut down ?

Host Bolitho says:
ACTION: One by one systems begin shutting down, tactical, astro metrics, LRS,

SO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: I've shut down secondary systems and imposed a computer lockout on them, but it doesn't seem to be working

CIV_Kavek says:
::Trying to determine what the problem is... when he sees a flash:: Self: Hell is it this time? ::moves to the tactical console... and frowns:: Oh Sammity hell!!! ; CO: The brig force field is down.

MO_Cameron says:
CSO: The nanites appear tae have been shut down, sir.

Ivanova says:
::Glances up in interest as she hears a static noise from the force field, she raises to a sitting position and watches the disappearing force field with a wide smile::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
CO/CIV: Primary systems are coming offline

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Pauses:: MO: Nanites?

CNS_DeLindt says:
::Sees the force field fail, taps comm badge:: XO: Get a security team here on the double... Sir.  the brig forcefield has failed.  ::draws a phaser::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: It's possible to remove the infected gel packs manually, but it'll take time for each of them

CSO_Hazzem says:
MO: How did we get nanites on this ship? there are no Borg vessels in the nearing area?

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
CIV: What if we sent some kind of power Surge through the gel packs ?

Host Bolitho says:
<XO>*CNS* Security team on their way....

CIV_Kavek says:
::Looks at the captain:: CO: Seems possible. Though, might I suggest our counsellor kills Ivanova and... Incapacitates the others.

MO_Cameron says:
CSO: Ah don't know, sir.  The only thing Ah can suggest is that they were infected on board the other Seleya.

CNS_DeLindt says:
*XO*: Thank you Sir.

SO_Revell-Francis says:
CIV: We'd have to take down the computer lockout - that could allow more infection.

Ivanova says:
::Narrows her eyes thoughtfully, she moves her left leg back and holds the bed with both her hands. After a mere seconds she bolts from her cell and dives into the CNS::

Host Bolitho says:
ACTION: Life support goes off line

CIV_Kavek says:
::Is back at the engineering station... kicks the thing:: CO: The gel packs have been infected... by nano probes I presume.

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
CIV: You know right now I would agree with you.. but I don’t think Bolitho will approve to much if one of his crew are dead .... But knocking them out cold will do

CNS_DeLindt says:
::Shoots Ivanova::

Host Bolitho says:
ACTION: The CNS is knocked of his feet by Ivanova

CIV_Kavek says:
CO: Systems are already infected.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Sees Ivanova attacking, jumps over her and restraints her::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: Life support is down.  Secondary’s won't hold for long

CIV_Kavek says:
CO: If Bolitho has a problem, I'll kill him too. ::looks at the sensors:: And... I'd better do it in the next five minutes. That's how much air we have left.

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
CIV/SO: What effect will a power surge have other blowing entire systems ::Smiles::

Ivanova says:
::Rolls away from the phaser blast coming her way, she grabs the CNS's phaser and quickly turns to point it at the CSO:: CSO: Missed me? ::Laughs manically::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Kicks the phaser out of Ivanova's hand:: Ivanova: Resistance is futile

SO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: It'll neutralise computer systems across the board...

CNS_DeLindt says:
Computer: Seal off this area.  Authorisation DeLindt Killo-Indogo-Lima-Lima

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
SO: Then lets try it

CIV_Kavek says:
CO: I think it would have suggested about the same effect as the nanoprobes... but we'd at least be able to repair that damage.

Host Bolitho says:
Computer: Request denied

Ivanova says:
CSO: Oh, you have no idea how much. ::Dives two fingers to the CSO neck, jumping away as she uses the temporary shock to flee::

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
CIV: SO: See to it ... send a power surge through now

CNS_DeLindt says:
Computer: Reason for Denial?

Host Bolitho says:
<Computer> Authorisation codes not recognised

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Backs off two steps feeling his neck, then chases after Ivanova::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Initiates a ship-wide power surge::

Host Bolitho says:
ACTION: The ship wide power surge fails before it even starts

SO_Revell-Francis says:
CO/CIV: Step back from your consoles!

CNS_DeLindt says:
*CO*: Ma'am my authorisation codes have been removed.

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Hears the negative tone from the console... and almost falls on his face ::

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
ALL Hands: Use breathing apparatus if need be

CIV_Kavek says:
::Sends the energy surge through the gel packs... then steps back from console::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
CO/CIV: Uh... False alarm...

Host Bolitho says:
ACTION: The energy surge on the gel packs fails as well

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Coughs, noticing it's getting difficult to breathe::

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
::Walks up to Eng consol and shuts down main Computer systems::

CNS_DeLindt says:
MO: Where is the closest breathing apparatus?

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Looks around the bridge, trying to remember where the re breather apparatus is located ::

CIV_Kavek says:
::curses:: CO: I think Bolitho is responsible. He sent that thing over here. ; ::unhooks his neural disruptor:: I'm going to kill Ivanova... then Bolitho.

Ivanova says:
::Glances up as she runs down the corridor, she notices something and smiles. With a grunt she jumps up and hangs on the lead of an opening in the ceiling, climbing inside the tube and pausing as she hears the closing footsteps::

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
CIV: Ivanova First please

Ivanova says:
::Quickly closes the lead behind her and begins moving towards the officers equipment storage::

MO_Cameron says:
::Runs to a panel and pulls it open::  CNS: Here.

CIV_Kavek says:
::Nods to the captain, grabs a breathing apparatus, puts it on... then heads to the Jeffries tubing:: CO: If I'm not back, I probably killed myself just to kill her.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Pops right beside Ivanova in the tube:: Ivanova: BO! ::holds on to her neck with his artificial arm:: one move and your neck is broken

Host Bolitho says:
Action: The computer rejects the CO's instruction to shut down ME systems

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Slowly walks over to the storage compartment and slowly pulls out the masks. He takes two and tosses them to the CO and the Ambassador::

MO_Cameron says:
::Grabs two sets, places one on himself, and then goes to place the other on Jameson::

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
:: Checks to see if the computer core is shut down and puts on the breath apparatus::

CNS_DeLindt says:
::Walks over to the breathing apparatus, slowly, conserving air, takes a breath:: MO: Any idea where we can phaser rifles?

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Pulls one out for himself and puts it on his face ::

Ivanova says:
::Frowns, her smile quickly returns as her eyes turn coal black again. She kicks the CSO's chest and quickly crawls away::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Falls backwards, cursing, then crawls right after her::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Stands up, feeling the oxygen-rich air returning to his lungs ::

MO_Cameron says:
::Gets another set, and places it on Darklighter::  CNS: Ah don't know, sir.  Ah'm a doctor, no' a weapons expert.

Host Bolitho says:
ACTION: All systems other than critical ship systems such as SIF oh and the shields are still up are down

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
SO: I need a Manual way of shutting down the Computer systems .... I will be in ME I need the chochrane regulator... you have the bridge

SO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: Captain, I believe I can be more useful in Main Engineering

CNS_DeLindt says:
::Darts a glare at the MO:: *CO*: Do you happen to know where the closest weapons locker to my location is?

MO_Cameron says:
::Checks that the apparatus is set on the two officers::

Host Bolitho says:
ACTION: Shields come down, a crewmember next to the SO disappears as he is transported away

Ivanova says:
::Pauses, she glances around her for a moment before raising her hands and throwing them down and falling to the room below. With a grin she notices the various lockers, running to the CO's one she quickly breaks away the closing mechanism and grabs an air mask. Pausing, she waits for the CSO to catch up with her. As he arrives she throws an extra air mask at his direction and chuckles:: CSO: Got air for more?

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
*CNS* Might help if I new where you were.. SO: Please join me :Lt Nobody: You have the bridge

SO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: Thank you, Captain.

CNS_DeLindt says:
*CO*: Outside the brig.

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
::Crawls through the JT making her way down to ME ::

CIV_Kavek says:
::Exits the Jeffries tubing and moves towards the brig, sets his neural disruptor to kill::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Picks up a phaser and follows the Captain into the JT ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
:: Catches the mask, and puts it on:: Ivanova: Always

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
*CNS* Then there’s plenty of weapon Locker inside the Sec office

Host Bolitho says:
ACTION: More and more people are transported away from the Sovereign class Seleya

CIV_Kavek says:
::Enters the brig::

CNS_DeLindt says:
::Goes to the sec office and grabs two of the biggest phaser rifles he can find, along with some grenades, a few knives, and assorted weaponry:: MO: Here's a phaser rifle.  if anything attacks you, shoot it.

Ivanova says:
::Runs towards the CSO, at the last second she dives below him and raises again as she runs towards the nearest JT entrance. She shouts as she runs:: CSO: Tell your Captain she's next. ::Vanishes inside one of the JT::

MO_Cameron says:
::Nods::

CIV_Kavek says:
:: Watches the transport and frowns:: Self: Looks like a Federation transport!

CIV_Kavek says:
:: Curses to self:: Self: That's it. :: exits the brig::

CNS_DeLindt says:
:: Starts climbing towards the bridge::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Watches Ivanova vanish, punches through a locker with his hand in frustration::

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
::Enters ME and walks up to the CR opens it and starts rerouting the main stems and shutting them down manul and starts setting the Auto destruct if needed::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Finally climbs out of the Tube and into Main Engineering::

CSO_Hazzem says:
Self: Engineering!

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Runs down the JT trying to reach Engineering::

MO_Cameron says:
::Is stood guarding Darklighter and Jameson while they sleep::

CIV_Kavek says:
::Starts climbing towards main engineering:: Self: Bolitho will not have this ship... even if I have to blow it up!

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
SO: We need to shut systems down manually mainly the Computer core.... if need be I will manually set Auto destruct and have everyone beam over to the GC

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Walks over to a console to see if he can disconnect the infected gel packs ::

CNS_DeLindt says:
:: passes through deck 7, in the Jeffries tubes::

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
::Still working away in a final attempt to shut down the computer core::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Taps a few keys on an unresponsive console :: CO: It looks like we'll have to shut the main core down manually, captain.

Host Bolitho says:
ACTION: Jameson is beamed off the ship

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
SO; Thats what I’m doing

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Climbs into Engineering, looking around trying to see if Ivanova will be here or not::

MO_Cameron says:
::His eyes widen as he sees Jameson disappear.  He starts backing into a wall::

CNS_DeLindt says:
::Passes deck 6::

CIV_Kavek says:
::Makes it into engineering:: Self: I might get transported... I better put on some sort of... transport inhibiting device. 

Ivanova says:
*Bolitho*: Bolitho. ::She punches one of the JT panels, making yet another shortcut::

Host Bolitho says:
*Ivanova* Bolitho here, status report please!

CNS_DeLindt says:
::Passes deck 4::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Walks to the middle of Engineering, looking around::

Ivanova says:
*Bolitho*: Target one in one minute I'll report as soon as it's completed.

CIV_Kavek says:
::Enters main engineering and moves towards the warp core::

Host Bolitho says:
*Ivanova* Understood

CNS_DeLindt says:
::Passes deck 2::

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
:: Continues to work getting to the one that she wanted and starts to try and cut power to the computer core::

Host Bolitho says:
ACTION: Kavek is beamed off the Seleya

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Sees CIV getting beamed off:: Self: What in the blazes?

CNS_DeLindt says:
::Emerges on the bridge from behind a panel:: CO: What can I do Ma'am.

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
SO: Can we get shields back up, this nebula is going to take some beating at us shortly

Host Bolitho says:
ACTION: Kavek is beamed into a dark room where he can hear the groans and moans of other Seleya crew

Ivanova says:
*CSO*: Can you smell death? It's almost intoxicating.

Ivanova says:
::Stops, she smiles widely before concentrating for a second::

CSO_Hazzem says:
*Ivanova* I am........death

CIV_Kavek says:
@ ::Looks around and nearly goes ballistic::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: It doesn't look good...  Shields were one of the first systems to come offline   I don't know if we'll be able to bring them up without computer function

Host Bolitho says:
ACTION: Counsellor DeLindt disappears in a Transporter haze and materialises practically next to Kavek

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
::Still cutting power to the Main Computer core and tries to set the Auto destruct Sees the CNS Disappear and takes off her comm badge:; SO: See if you can do something with that Transporter beam like block it

SO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: I'm on it, Captain.

Ivanova says:
*CSO*: Then you should appreciate this. ::Fires from an unknown place at a EO standing beside the Captain, the figure quickly vanishes in a red flash::

CNS_DeLindt says:
::Looks VERY calmly at the CIV:: CIV: For once, I actually, agree with you Kavek.  ::looks around to find someone he can blame::

CIV_Kavek says:
::Can't believe what's going on, sees DeLindt transport next to him:: Self: Damn. I'm not going to be another victim. I'll kill everyone before I become just another crying little... ::kicks one of the Seleya crew::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Hears the phaser fire and turns, drawing his phaser ::

Host Bolitho says:
ACTION: Revell Francis disappears as he is transported away

CNS_DeLindt says:
CIV: Work with me here, lets go find whoever did this and kill them.  very slowly.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Watches the EO vanish:: CO: Take cover, Captain

CIV_Kavek says:
::Has a fire in his eyes at the thought:: CNS: Bolitho. I'll rip his eyes out and vomit in his brain!

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Materialises with his empty hand out, ready to fire the phaser that is now gone ::

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
:: Cuts the power to the Computer core :: SO: Did that work ? ::hears the CSO and ducks slightly still trying to set the Auto destruct::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Turns to where the shot came from:: *Ivanova* accept your fate, and step forward........coward

CNS_DeLindt says:
::Smiling alarmingly:: CIV: I am sure we can come up with something more.. Creative than that.  ::Walks around, trying to find an exit.

Host Bolitho says:
ACTION: Cameron and Darklighter are transported away and materialise close to the CIV/SO

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Stands up straight and tries to get a bearing ::

MO_Cameron says:
::Looks around him as he materialises::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Sees some of the crew and walks over to them ::  CIV/CNS: Anybody know where we are?

Ivanova says:
::Falls from above at the floor, she lands neatly behind the CO and grabs her head in a tight head lock:: CSO: Trust me, insane people can't afford to be cowards. ::Smiles sweetly as she smells the Captain's fear::

CIV_Kavek says:
::Moving towards the edges of the dark room:: CNS: There has to be a way out. Either that... or we can continue to toss these worthless redshirt’s into the force field until it goes down.

Host Bolitho says:
ACTION: Hazzem is transported away

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
SO: Has the Computer core been shut down ? and block that Transporter now ...::looks and doesn’t see the SO::

CNS_DeLindt says:
CIV: The good of the many.....?

Ivanova says:
*Bolitho*: Target one acquired, ready for second phase.

CSO_Hazzem says:
@:: Materialises in the cargo bay, starts to curse::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@ :: Looks around in the darkness ::

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
::Checks for her phaser::

Host Bolitho says:
*Ivanova* Stand down I'll be on board shortly please keep Captain Lira-Bolitho entertained until I am there

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@CIV/CNS: So... any ideas?

Ivanova says:
*Bolitho*: Out. ::Tosses the Captain's phaser away, she releases the Captain and moves away from her:: CO: I'm back? ::Laughs for no reason::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@SO: They got you?

Host Bolitho says:
ACTION: Bolitho materialises a few meters from Lira-Bolitho and Ivanova

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@ :: Turns :: CSO: They did.

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
Ivanova: Well then I guess I get to kill you this time ?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Can't see in the dark:: SO: Who else is here?

CIV_Kavek says:
@ SO: I say we maul the guards. Many crew will be shot... but they'll certainly outnumber the guards... and can take them out quickly.

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@ :: Tries to get a good look at the other faces :: CSO: It looks like most of the crew... Counsellor DeLindt, Ambassador Kavek, Dr. Cameron

CNS_DeLindt says:
::Paces around like a caged animal.  if his eyes could glow red, they would.::

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
::Looks as Bolitho materialises and just shakes her head::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@ CIV: I'm sorry, Ambassador, I didn't pay much attention in Mauling Class at the Academy...

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CIV: No, we should try our best to avoid bloodshed. Someone has to take control of this.........place. At least get some light in here.

Ivanova says:
CO: Surprise? ::Grins as she moves away to sit at one of the empty seats::

CNS_DeLindt says:
CSO, CIV: I'm all for staying alive, so we get to kill Bolitho.

CIV_Kavek says:
@ CNS/CSO/SO: Avoid bloodshed? That's why we're here. We would have been better off had I killed Bolitho in the beginning.

Host Bolitho says:
CO: Captain apologies but ....I have no choice, your ship is now under my command....Mr. Ivanova please report to my Seleya and monitor their crew for any escape attempts, do not use deadly force

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
Ivanova: Why should I be surprised

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
Bolitho: Apologies... you don't know the meaning Richard

CNS_DeLindt says:
CIV, CSO: Avoiding bloodshed would be futile at this time...  excuse my phrasing.

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Walks to the side of the bay, feeling the walls:: ALL: Come on guys! help me out. We need to find some kind of an access latch, we might be able to get out of here and cause some damage

Ivanova says:
Bolitho: Don't take too long ::Vanishes as she reappears at the GC Seleya cargo bay near all the Seleya crew members::

Host Bolitho says:
CO: Your right I don't....I need your ship...my ship isn't powerful enough to destroy the nexus, but 2 ships....stand a better chance.....

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Halts:: Ivanova: Who goes there?

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
::Sighs:: Bolitho: So us helping you didn't go down well .. you always have to do it your way don't you .. where’s my crew ?

Ivanova says:
@CSO: Guess hotshot. ::Sits at one of the crates beside the guarding officers::

Host Bolitho says:
CO: There safe providing they don't provoke Ivanova to much.....

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@ :: Walks down the length of the bulkhead, quietly looking for the JT access ports ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::Grins, and laughs lightly:: Ivanova: oh, it's you!

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
Bolitho: Provoke her .. wouldn't do that .. Kill her I will

Ivanova says:
@CSO: Missed me already? ::Raises an eyebrow in amusement:: Or are you trying to distract me from what the SO is doing? ::Smiles sweetly::

CIV_Kavek says:
@ ::Looks at Ivanova:: CNS, CSO, SO: Okay. I say all the Seleya crew charge them. I will dig my hands into Ivanova's chest... and... well... ::thinks it might be too graphic:: ... never mind. Let's just attack now. Get their weapons.

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CIV: No!

CSO_Hazzem says:
@ALL: Everybody, sit tight

Host Bolitho says:
CO: I', sorry Tam I really am..

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@ :: Tends to agree with the CSO on this one ::

CNS_DeLindt says:
CIV: She has the upper hand.  best to wait.  all things come to those who choose their time well.. regardless of their choice of food.

CIV_Kavek says:
@ CNS, CSO, SO: Let's just hope someone has my neural disruptor. Since only Romulan’s can use it, if they try to shoot me... they'll kill themselves.

CSO_Hazzem says:
@Ivanova: we have some unfinished business!

Host Bolitho says:
::Taps at a padd strapped to his arm and the Seleya begins to power up::

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
Bolitho: No your not .. other wise you wouldn't be doing this...... your ship would have easily taken that hub out once we were done with it ..... I just hope you survive to see your plan fail Captain :;watches what he does with interest running Ideas through her head now the ship is powered up ::

Ivanova says:
@CSO: Such as? ::Raises from her crate, she walks towards the CSO::

CNS_DeLindt says:
::Watches the CSO and Ivanova::

Host Bolitho says:
CO: Good bye Tam.....::taps another button and Lira-Bolitho appears in the cargo bay::

CIV_Kavek says:
@ ::Suddenly thinks for a moment:: Self: Unless... there really is another me. Then... he would have access... and only I could think up a plan so good as to capture even myself.

CNS_DeLindt says:
::Quietly:: CIV: I think the CSO is attempting to distract her.

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
@::Materialises in the Cargo bay and looks around::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@Ivanova: Who are you?

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@ :: Whispers :: CIV, CNS: Over here... I think I've found the access hatch...

CNS_DeLindt says:
::Unobtrusively sidles over to the SO::  SO: What is it sir?

Ivanova says:
@CSO: Oh, come on Hazz. Don't tell me you don't remember me? Or at least.. The other me? ::Winks and gestures to one of the guards, he spots her and shoots a hole near where the SO hand touched a second ago::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@Ivanova: The two of you might look a like, but you are not the one I fell in love with in the past

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@ CNS: It's right here...  :: Slowly sinks to the deck... and dives away from the incoming phaser beam ::

CIV_Kavek says:
@ ::Follows Francis::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@ALL: I said sit tight

CNS_DeLindt says:
@SO: While the CSO is distracting her...  see if you can get some of the crew between us...  shouldn't kill them....  I hope.....

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
:Sees the So and looks around and waves the SO over::

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@ :: Sighs in frustration :: CNS: Well, there you have it

Ivanova says:
@CSO: Should I feel hurt? :: Studies the Seleya crew for a moment, she smiles for a moment and gets an idea::

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
SO: Lt This way please

SO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Stands up and walks over, realising it's the CO :: CO: Captain?

Host CO_Lira-Bolitho says:
SO: We have minimal lighting in here what else is working ?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@Ivanova: look at you, I remember you very well. You've changed, you've became a monster, a killing machine, remorse is not a term known to you, what happened?

SO_Revell-Francis says:
@ CO:  Doesn't look like much at the moment...

Host Bolitho says:
ACTION: Bolitho appears next to Ivaova with  a phaser rifle cradled in his arm. CO: time for truth or dare Captain Bolitho......:: A large cargo hatch opens showing the vastness of space and the Sovereign class ship hanging there majestically....I need your command codes Captain.....and your going to give them to me

CIV_Kavek says:
@ CNS, SO: You know what. I don't care if I get shot. At this point, I'd rather die than be a prisoner. I'm going to charge those guards. I'm going to attack Ivanova. Whether the crew follow... is up to them, but I'm too old to be a prisoner of war.

Ivanova says:
@CSO: Hmm, changed? Honey, I'm not the Samantha you know. I'm actually quite the same as I always were in this universe ..other then the fact that I can't really understand what you're trying to do now.

Host Bolitho says:
***Pause Mission***

Host Bolitho says:
***Pause Mission***
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